Use of nonintegrating lentiviral vectors for gene therapy.
Vectors based on lentiviruses have become potent tools for efficient gene transfer to multiple cell types both in vitro and in vivo. In part this is attributable to the stability of transduction afforded by integration into the target cell genome. However, evidence indicates that episomal forms of the vector can also be harnessed for effective gene expression. Nonintegrating vectors retain the high transduction efficiency and broad tropism of conventional lentiviruses but avoid the potential problems associated with the nonspecific integration of a transgene. In this respect they are particularly useful in postmitotic tissue because the vector genome is not diluted out through cell division. Here we discuss the various mutations that may be introduced into human immunodeficiency virus-based lentiviral vectors to achieve efficient transduction, and the mechanisms by which these vectors are effective. We also discuss their potential application to gene therapy and the treatment of genetic disease.